Lap Lane Rules:

For the Safety of our Swimmers

1. Lap Lanes are for exercise purposes, lap swimming or aqua jogging.

2. Please use the entire lane swimming in circles or sharing the lane if needed.

3. Please ask to join the lane if other swimmers are currently swimming.

4. Adults have priority at all times, adults are described or defined as 18 years and older.

5. Any youth under 18 years of age wishing to swim laps must pass a swim test of a continuous 50 yards with face/head in the water using rhythmic breathing. Youth are allowed to stop on the wall for 10 seconds or less during this 50 yard test. (The lifeguards reserve the right to re-test if needed)

6. Please do not use designated lanes for recreational proposes or learning to swim.

Private Lessons are allowed to be taught by City of Aurora, Aquatics staff. Private lesson instructors (certified lifeguards) are allowed to rent a lane to teach private swim lessons. City instructors will share with lap swimmers when possible. City Instructors must share the rented lane with other instructors.